VMware vCloud is a highly redundant first-class solution based on VMware technology and managed by Leaseweb’s experts. This solution provides the flexibility and speed your business demands, while flat fee models give you full control of your operational expenses. Enjoy excellent computing performance based on different resource pools delivering the best performance for all of your business applications. VMware vCloud is available in data centers around the globe.

Different resource pools give you more flexibility
Our two resource pools let you create and manage multiple vApps and instances with your choice of operating system. VMware vCloud Premium allows you to maximize performance with non-overbooked resources, while the low-overbooked VMware vCloud provides excellent performance and efficient pricing. Enjoy the flexibility to allocate both resources in your virtual data center across all Leaseweb locations.

Deploy and operate VMware quickly and easily
Avoid the long and complex VMware private cloud design/build process and get to the market faster. Seamless integration and APIs make it easier to define your own instances, configure storage and network capacities, or deploy dedicated firewalls and load balancers.

Reduce capital and operating costs
Our fixed pricing model means you know what you’re paying each month. Capex is reduced due to no upfront investment in hardware, software licenses, etc.

Redundant storage ensures high performance
SSD high-end full flash storage systems ensure high performance and availability for your virtual machines. SATA datastores are available for resources with low-tier performance, such as backups or template catalogues.

VMware vCloud: Who needs it?
VMware vCloud is ideal for businesses that need a resource-based, flat-fee cloud option. This cloud product gives you all the advantages of a private cloud plus the flexibility and cost-efficiency you’d expect from a public cloud solution.
Features

Different Resource Pools
- Virtually unlimited amount of on-demand computing resources for flexibility and agile time to market
- VMware vCloud Premium provides non-overbooked resources for the most demanding applications
- VMware vCloud is a cost-efficient resource pool with high performance for most workloads

NSX Technology:
Firewalling, Load Balancer, NAT, DHCP, Routing, VPN
- Full control on security and load balancer aspects from the perimeter of the virtual data center
- Natting and routing for Internet direct presence, or internal private LANs within your resource pools
- Internet and private networks with Leaseweb’s excellent networking services guaranteed with SLAs

Powerful vCloud API and Extensive GUI
- Create powerful infrastructure management solutions quickly and easily
- User-friendly and easy to use GUI to manage and define your cloud

Full Flash Storage
- Full SSD storage system for high performance and availability
- SATA storage for low demanding tasks, such as backup or private template catalog

Software Licensing and Updates
- Always have the latest software versions
- Microsoft Service Provider Licenses Agreement available VMware licensing included in the service

Order Now
www.leaseweb.com/vCloud